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Abstract� This paper presents a �D echocardiographic image segmen	
tation procedure based on deformable surfaces
 We �rst propose to adapt
�ltering techniques to the cylindrical geometry of several �D ultrasound
image devices
 Then we compare the e�ect of di�erent external forces
on a surface template deformation inside volumetric echocardiographic
images
 An original method involving region grey	level analysis along
the model normal directions is described
 We rely on an a priori knowl	
edge of the cardiac left ventricle shape and on region grey	level values
to perform a robust segmentation
 During the deformation process the
allowable surface deformation is modi�ed
 Finally� we show experimen	
tal results on very challenging sparse and noisy images and quantitative
measurements of the left ventricle volume


� Introduction

Since its introduction over the past few years� �D ultrasound imagery has been
very promising due to its low cost and non�invasive nature� Furthermore� the
development of real�time �D ultrasound probes reveals numerous applications
for the diagnosis and therapy of patients� Cardiac left ventricle modeling per�
mits a quantitative computation of the ventricle ejection fraction which is of
major importance in detecting heart pathologies� In this paper� we propose a �D
reconstruction algorithm of the left ventricle based on �D deformable models�

In many cases� �D ultrasound systems are based on a mobile �D probe ac�
quiring along non�aligned planes ���	� In this paper� we consider rotative probes
producing a set of �D planes intersecting each other along a revolution axis�
These images are acquired with a cylindrical geometry implying that the den�
sity of information decreases as a function of the distance to the axis 
�gure ���

Previous work of Winterfeldt ��	 and Jacob ��	 have mainly considered �D
image segmentation and tracking approaches without any spatial coherence be�
tween slices� Statistical information 
mainly principal component analysis� has
also been used to restrain the allowable deformations of a model ��� 	� Several
authors proposed to reduce speckle level by spatial compounding ���	 or to detect
boundaries in US images by modeling speckle noise ��	�

In this paper� we propose to use �naive� image processing techniques based
on rough approximations of the image speckle and noise� The introduction of



                        

Fig� �� The rotative probe and the resulting US images with cylindrical symmetry


�D deformation and some basic a priori knowledge about the data�s reliability
compensate for the presence of outliers and increase the robustness of the image
segmentation� The main contributions of our approach are to consider the full
�D problem with �D model deformations inside a volumetric image� to adapt
image �ltering techniques to the ultrasound images cylindrical geometry� and to
use a region�based approach for �nding the boundaries of the left ventricle�

� Simplex Meshes

A ��simplex mesh is a discrete non�parametric representation of a surface in
IR� de�ned by a set of vertices fVigi and their connectivity� It is a regular ��
connected mesh� its topology is dual to a triangulation� and it can represent
surfaces of any topology� The geometry of simplex meshes allows one to de�ne
discrete quantities such as mean curvature at each vertex 
see ��	 for details�� All
vertices follow a Newtonian law of motion� Three kinds of forces are computed
at each vertex Vi� The internal force f

int
i enforces some regularization behavior


such as C� continuity�� The external force fexti pulls the model towards the

ventricle boundaries� The global displacement force fglobali is computed from a
global transformation with few degrees of freedom designed to constrain all the
vertices displacements� The law of motion is discretized using �nite di�erences
and an explicit iterative scheme�

V
t��
i � Vt

i � ��� ���Vt
i �V

t��
i � � �f inti � ���fexti � ��� ��fglobali ��

where Vt
i denotes the position of vertex Vi at time t� � is a damping coe�cient�

� and � are the internal and external force weights� and � is a locality weight�
The time step is hidden in the �� � and � coe�cients� We use a re�nement
approach� limiting model deformation capabilities by setting � to zero at the
beginning of the deformation process� then letting it gradually increase to allow
more deformations� The � coe�cient value is set to � thus having � variations
weight the respective in�uence of the internal and the external forces� The �

coe�cient varies from � to ��� as � increases� The damping value � is �xed to
���	 based on some empirical results� An automatic algorithm for governing �

evolution was proposed in ���	�



� Gradient Computation in Cylindrical Geometry

In �D images based on a regular lattice 
Cartesian images�� the computation
of gradient vectors is mostly based on separable �lters 
e�g�� Sobel operators�
or recursive �ltering 
e�g�� Canny�Deriche �lters ��	�� When considering images
of cylindrical geometry� classical approaches can be used in each slice� comput�
ing �D gradients and neglecting the tangential component� It is also possible to
interpolate the image on a regular lattice before applying �D operators� Unfor�
tunately� this approach is hopeless due to the important angular resolution and
the low signal�to�noise ratio� Instead� we compute a �D gradient vector for each
image voxel in the cylindrical geometry 
see ��	 for a similar approach in �D��
Let M� be a point in Euclidean space with Cartesian coordinates �x�� y�� z��
and cylindrical coordinates �r�� ��� z�� 
see �gure � left�� Let I be the cylindrical
image de�ned as I 
 B � IR� � IR� where B is the discrete cylindrical grid over
which the grey�level values are known� The convolution of a �D signal S by a
�lter f at point M� is de�ned in Cartesian space as�

�S � f��M�� �

Z �

��

Z �

��

Z �

��

f�x� � x� y� � y� z� � z�S�x� y� z�dxdydz� 
��

To express this equation in cylindrical space we use the coordinate transfor�
mation x � r cos���� y � r sin���� and z � z� Let J be the Jacobian matrix
corresponding to this transformation� A variable change in equation � leads to�
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Z
�
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Z ��

�

Z
�

�

f�x� � r cos���� y� � r sin���� z� � z�S�r� �� z�jJ jdrd�dz�

��
Since image I is a discrete signal� we discretize equation �� Let 	r� 	�� and 	z
be the dimensions of the discrete �lter to apply to I � the �ltered value of I at
point M� � B� knowing that jJ j � r� is�

�I � f��M�� �

z���zX
z�z���z

�����X
�������

r���rX
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I�r� �� z�rf�x� � r cos���� y� � r sin���� z� � z��

We use Deriche �lters ��	 to perform gradient computation in cylindrical ge�
ometry� Let Dd and Sd be the mono�dimensional Deriche derivative and smooth�
ing �lters respectively� in dimension d � fx� y� zg� Dd�u� � ue��juj and Sd�u� �
��juj � ��e��juj� The directional gradient operators are de�ned as Gx�u� �
Dx�u�Sy�u�Sz�u�� Gy�u� � Sx�u�Dy�u�Sz�u�� and Gz�u� � Sx�u�Sy�u�Dz�u��
The discrete masks are computed by sampling Gx� Gy� and Gz values then nor�
malizing mask coe�cients such that the sum of positive coe�cients equals � and
the sum of negative coe�cients equals ��� This ensures that the derivative mask
coe�cients sum is nul�

Figure � 
center� illustrates the �lter response on a slice of a synthetic cube
image for a �� 
top� and a �� 
bottom� �lter� Figure � 
right� compares the
output of the �D Sobel �lters 
left� and a �D cylindrical operator 
right� in one
image plane� The cylindrical operator improves signi�cantly the edge detection
and reduces the speckle e�ect by �ltering along the axial direction� especially
close to the rotation axis where dense data is available�
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Fig� �� left� Cylindrical geometry� center� cylindrical gradient �lter response on a
cube� right� comparison of Sobel operators and the cylindrical gradient �lter


� External Forces for �D US Image Segmentation

Our deformable simplex mesh relies on external forces for segmenting the left
ventricle in �D US images� These forces should attract each model vertex towards
the closest left ventricle boundary voxel� In echocardiographic images several dif�
�culties arise for �nding object boundaries� The speckle� inherent to the image
formation of US imagery� and the image noise mainly originating from the dig�
italization process� are responsible for causing false contour detections 
false
positives�� The variable information density� due to the cylindrical geometry of
the image� and the missing information� due to the low energy of the ultrasound
beam re�ected at the organ interfaces and the rib occlusions� make the ventri�
cle contours hard to detect 
false negatives�� We rely on the model regularizing
behavior and the robust force expressions proposed below to deal with the false
positives and the false negatives�

��� Scan�Line Algorithm

The force expressions are computed for each vertex by scanning along the model
normal direction until a boundary voxel is reached� Indeed� it has been shown
in ��	 that the class of surface deformations is not restricted by only considering
displacement along each vertex normal� Thus� we restrict the search for boundary
points along the normal direction ni of each vertex Vi�

We proceed by scanning all the cylindrical voxels which intersect with the
normal line �Vi�ni� in the volumetric image within a �xed range centered on
each vertex 
see �gure � left�� The image intensity I�P� at any normal line point
P is tri�linearly interpolated from the eight closest image voxel intensities I�
to I� 
see �gure � center�� This algorithm outputs a list of voxels for which we
store their interpolated intensity value and their Euclidian distance fromVi� The
scan�line range is �xed as a percentage of the image size� We used a ten�voxel
length scan�line in our experiments�
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Fig� �� Normal line and the scanned voxels� Tri	linear interpolation on a cylindrical
voxel� �D display of the scanned voxels


��� Gradient Norm Extremum

We �rst use the extracted scan line in order to �nd the extremum of the gra�
dient norm along the normal direction� In practice� the normal direction at a
gradient vertex quickly converges towards the direction of the gradient vector in
presence of a strong boundary� In order to improve this external force computa�
tion� we propose to add two additional constraints for a voxel to be considered
as the closest boundary voxel� Since the cavity of left ventricle is surrounded
by structures that appear brighter� we use a gradient orientation constraint to
retain only boundaries whose gradient vector direction is roughly the same that
normal direction� We constrain the boundary voxel to belong to a given interval

of intensity in order to eliminate spurious boundary information�

��� Region�Based Algorithm

The previous algorithm may still fail due to the presence of strong edges in the
ventricle boundaries vicinity� if such a neighboring edge has a higher gradient
than the ventricle edge� and if it meets the two additional constraints listed
above� In order to improve the discrimination of the boundary search algorithm�
we propose to use both the notion of region and boundary� Region�based image
segmentation has been proposed in ���	 and has proven to be more powerful
than gradient�based approaches� We �rst extract the intensity pro�le of a vertex
and �lter the intensity values to decrease the speckle e�ect 
both Gaussian and
Median smoothing have been implemented�� The smoothed pro�le is scanned
from the inside to the outside to �nd a set of consecutive voxels within a given
intensity range and of length greater than a minimum threshold� Once the begin�
ning of a region has been found� we search for the �rst voxel value that does not
belong to the region intensity range thus corresponding to the end of the region�
Given that such a voxel has been found we then look for a voxel whose gradient
norm is above a given threshold in the vicinity of the region end� This algorithm
requires to set the region intensity range and the gradient norm threshold pa�
rameters depending on the segmented images� The minimum region length is
a trade�o� between computation time and the algorithm accuracy� We used a
four�voxel length in our experiments�



� Experimental Results

We �rst study the e�ects of the image angular resolution on the model defor�
mation process� A set of synthetic cylindrical slice images was generated by
intersecting the geometric face model shown in �gure  
left� with planes sam�
pled every ��� ��� �� and � degrees� We then deform a spherical model in the
�D cylindrical images produced� The results are shown in the rest of �gure �
Unsurprisingly� the retrieved surface shape improves as the angular resolution
increases� For low resolution images the model has to be more constrained so
that it correctly interpolates sparse data� Forces computed from higher resolu�
tion images are more reliable and the a priori model information is less critical
in that case�

Fig� �� Face model� Sampled planes� Deformed models for an angular resolution of ���
��� �� and � degrees of an arc


The next experiment compares the cardiac left ventricle reconstruction from
a �D echocardiographic image using a gradient of the gradient norm guiding force
as introduced by Kass et al ��	 and the forces introduced in section � The model
is initialized as an ellipso�de roughly centered inside the ventricle� Figure � shows
the reconstructed surfaces and the intersection of each surface with one of the
image planes� The template image quality is high 
 degrees of arc resolution� and
gradients are compute using a �� cylindrical �lter� The gradient of the gradient
norm is not reliable enough due to the large amount of speckle which introduces
too many false positives� The scan�line algorithm provides better results for both
the gradient extremum and the inner dark regions search� The region approach
better smoothes the boundary and is more accurate as can be clearly seen in the
mitral valve area�

Finally� we show the temporal evolution of the cardiac left ventricle extracted
from a series of eight �D echocardiographic images� Due to the images�poor
quality 
�� degrees of arc resolution and a very high noise level due to video signal
digitization� we prefer the more robust region based approach� The model built
in the previous experiment is used as a template for the �rst image segmentation
and at each time step� the model is initialized from its position at the previous
time instant� Figure � shows one out of two reconstructed models from end
diastole to end systole 
left to right�� The intersection of each surface model
with three image planes at �� 
second row�� �� 
third row�� and �� 
fourth row�
degrees of arc is shown� The surface model allows for an accurate computation



Fig� �� gradient of the gradient norm left�� gradient extremum center�� and region
based right� reconstruction


of the ventricle volume variation through the cardiac cycle 
�gure � top� left��
and therefore� of the ejection fraction 
here we found ����

� Conclusion

In this paper we demonstrate the ability of �D deformable models to segment
cylindrical echocardiographic images� The model provides enough intrinsic 
shape�
and extrinsic 
grey�level range� a priori knowledge to constrain the deformations
properly even in the presence of very sparse and noisy data� Due to its simplicity�
the proposed method is e�cient 
about � minutes to generate the � surface mod�
els shown in �gure � on a Digital PWS����� The �D approach allows an accurate
computation of the left ventricle ejection fraction� yet� this model does not take
advantage of the time continuity that could be used since the computations are
performed o��line� We also plan to improve the region matching algorithm by
introducing more accurate knowledge of image grey�level distributions�
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Fig� �� Four out of the eight instants reconstructed from a �D echocardiographic image
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